Speedy the hamster gets his exercise by running in his wheel. After running for 3 minutes the wheel made 315 revolutions. How many revolutions did it make each minute?

Rocky walks his dog Fido 4 times around the block. If they walked a total of 1,144 feet, how long is it to go around the block once?

Agatha the snake is only 50 centimeters long. 3 years from now she will be 152 centimeters long and fully grown. If Agatha grows at a constant rate, how much does she grow in length each year?

Rosemary lives on a farm where she milks cows. After one week she got a total of 504 gallons of milk from 9 cows. If each cow produces an equal amount of milk, how much milk did she get from each cow?

Jupiter the border collie is herding sheep. At one point, the herd is divided into four equal groups. If there are 572 sheep in the herd altogether, how many has Jupiter split up into each group?